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The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations or TIHR is a British not-for-profit organisation which applies 
social science to contemporary issues and problems. It was initiated in 1946, when it developed from 
the Tavistock Clinic, and was formally established as a separate entity in September 1947.More at 
Wikipedia 
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“Abstract notions of action research and of integrating object relations and field psychologies have
exerted a steady influence on both the initial formation of the tavistock institute in london and on the
subsequent 60 years of its professional identity and approach to work. these notions can be tied
directly to early scientific contact with kurt lewin, and indirectly through the lewinian philosophy that
staff incorporated into an overall ?house style?. from 1990, however, changes in the institute’s funding
environment undermined this historical source of integrity. recent developments to reclaim and update
the roots of kurt lewin at the tavistock institute. notions of action research and of integrating object
relations and field psychologies have exerted a steady influence on both the initial formation of the
tavistock institute in london and on the subsequent 60 years of its professional identity and approach to
work. these notions can be tied directly to early scientific contact with kurt lewin, and indirectly through
the lewinian philosophy that staff incorporated into an overall ?house style?. from 1990, however,
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changes in the institute’s funding environment undermined this historical source of integrity. recent
developments to reclaim and update the roots of kurt lewin at the tavistock institute.”
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